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Abstract - Mandibular bone on dental panoramic
radiographs provides information that can be used to
diagnose several diseases. One of the most complex
structures inside is trabecular bone. Manual analysis on
the trabecular bone structure, however, is very difficult.
This paper discussed a method to clarify and sharpen the
structure of the trabecular bone on dental panoramic
radiographs which will give a better medical information
and easier to be analyzed. We employed multi-scale line
operators (MSLO) to detect the linear structure on
trabecular bone in dental panoramic radiographs. Our
experiment achieved the highest average of 16109 white
pixels from 15 dental panoramic radiographs.
Keywords: blood-vessel segmentation; multiscale line
operators.

I. INTRODUCTION
The detection of trabecular bone linear structure is
an important task because it provides information that
can be used to diagnose several diseases including
osteoporosis. The linear structures of trabecular bone
are almost similar with retinal blood vessel which has
various widths. Several methods of segmentation
have been proposed including locally adaptive
schemes, pattern recognition (multiscale approaches,
skeletons, region growing, ridge-based approaches,
blood-vessel tracking, matched ﬁlter, differential
geometry, and mathematical morphology), modelbased approaches e.g. active snakes, and artificial
intelligence and neural networks [1–23].
Some algorithms have been already developed for
detecting and tracing retinal blood vessels even for
this relatively small branch of medical image
processing [2–23]. One of the simplest approaches that
one can employ in order to segment blood vessels is to
use
adaptive
thresholding
[4–6].
Adaptive
thresholding chooses the threshold independently at
each pixel based on local or global information. For
example, the mean or median grayscale value in some
locale around a given pixel is used as the threshold at
this pixel. This is repeated for all pixels in order to
produce a binary image that we shall refer to as the
vessel
segmentation.
Another
relatively
straightforward method that has been used to enhance
vessel segmentation is edge detection [7].
More sophisticated approaches have also been used
to segment blood vessels in retinal images [8–20].

Such approaches often use information about the
expected properties of blood vessels in digital fundus
images in order to enhance vessel segmentation. This
might be, for example, that the vessels are roughly
piecewise linear and that their cross sectional proﬁles
are approximately Gaussian. One method that has
been employed often and with great success is that of
two-dimensional matched filter such as Gaussian
proﬁles [8] that have a particular direction and
width in the two- dimensional plane of the image [8–
13]. Subsequent adaptive threshold probing of a
matched ﬁlter response has also been employed [13]
in order to track blood vessels with much success.
Mathematical morphology with curvature estimation
[14, 15] and
ridge-based
vessel segmentation
procedures [15, 16] have also been used to segment
blood vessels in fundus images. Some approaches
exploit the expected cross-sectional proﬁles of blood
vessels which form centerlines form ridges in the
grayscale topology of the image [14–19]. Another
interesting approach used fuzzy clustering in order
segment blood vessels [22]. Line operators and
support vector classification have also been employed
with much success [23]. The methods presented in
Refs. [12–23] are sophisticated and they represent the
state- of-art for vessel segmentation at the moment. A
research which combine many of these approaches
is by utilizing image information at a variety of
length scales [21,22].
A relatively straightforward multiscale approach is
provided by the multiscale line operator (MSLO) [24–
30]. In previous researches, implementation of
multiscale line operator algorithm was used to detect
asbestos fiber [24] also In [25], this algorithm is
applied to detect linear structure of iris blood vessel.
This method has been used with great success in
detecting linear structures in mammograms [26–30].
Dental panoramic radiographs generally contain
linear structures of trabecular bone of varying widths.
Hence, the application of a ﬁlter of ﬁxed width and at
only one length scale would necessarily bias the
procedure towards linear structures of trabecular bone
of a similar width. Multiscale techniques are thus
often employed in linear structures of trabecular bone
detection in order to overcome this problem.
In the context of linear structures of trabecular bone
detection, MSLO expected to work well. Furthermore,
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linear structures of trabecular bone of varying width
are treated, in principle, on an equal footing. This
approach also has the additional advantage of being
conceptually simple.
In this paper we propose a method to clarify and
sharpen the structure of the trabecular bone on dental
panoramic radiographs which will give a better
medical information and easier to be analyzed using
MSLO.
II. METHOD
We now present explanations of the algorithms to
delineate linear structures of trabecular bone in dental
panoramic radiographs.
A. Multiscale Line Operator
MSLO is used in order to detect the linear structures
of trabecular bone in the image. For each pixel in the
original image at point (i, j), the mean average value,
P, of the grayscale values of line of ﬁxed pixels
centered on (i, j) was obtained. However, we also
determined the average grayscale value, Q, of
those pixels in an area or ‗locale‘ surrounding this
line. As in previous studies [24–30], the shape of the
locale was taken to be a square (see Fig. 1). The
response of the ﬁlter at point (i, j) of the line (at given
orientation) was given by
(1)
S  P Q
This process was repeated at various orientations of
the line between 0º and 180º. The largest value of S
over all of these orientations was taken to be the
value of the line operator at that pixel. The
subtraction of the mean grayscale value of local
environment Q, from the mean value for the line P, in
Eq. (1) ensured that changes in background
illumination were also removed from the ﬁltered
image, S. Inline with [24–30], we used a line operator
of length five pixels obtained at 12 orientations only.
In Fig.1. the line operator was applied by
determining the mean average value P, of the
grayscale values of the pixels in shaded rectangles.
The average value Q, of all other pixels indicated by
the unshaded rectangles was also obtained. The
response was given by S and this is repeated for 12
orientations of the line. The result for the central pixel
was the largest value of S for all 12 orientations.

sampling with respect the original ‗raw‘ image. The
resulting series of sub sampled images constructed is
referred to here as a ‗Gaussian pyramid‘; the number
of levels of the Gaussian pyramid here taken as the
variables. The line operator then applied to the images
on each level of the pyramid separately. The lineoperator ﬁltered images on the coarser scales of the
pyramid then mapped to the original level of scale by
using a cubic spline. The final result was the sum of
all images in the Gaussian pyramid and equal
weighting is given to each length scale in the final
MSLO image. A threshold then applied to the image
to form an initial binary segmentation.
III. RESULT
Result for application of MSLO applied on a dental
panoramic radiographs are shown in Fig. 2, the figure
shows the original grayscale dental panoramic
radiographs and the results of applying the MSLO to it
with three levels image pyramid. The grayscale values
of the ﬁltered image were also scaled to lie in the
range [0, 255] and then ‗inverted‘ (i.e., grayscale value
255 to 0 and 0 to 255) in order to produce an eight-bit
grayscale image. The linear structures of trabecular
bone can be clearly seen as the white lines in the
image.

Fig.1. Line Operator

The line operator was applied at varying levels of
scale by constructing a series of images at
consecutively larger length scales via Gaussian
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Fig. 2. MSLO Application on Dental Panoramic Radiograph
TABLE I
WHITE PIXEL CALCULATION RESULTS
Multiscale Line Operator
Image
Level 1
Level 2
Level 3
A
10776
15806
19303
B
10097
15063
18606
C
12294
16198
18545
D
11601
16224
18291
E
10961
13264
16673
F
4886
5094
5676
G
10453
15112
18186
H
10021
14240
17496
I
7499
10119
13162
J
9378
12847
15842
K
7667
12108
14658
L
8670
12108
16263
M
11147
15967
19318
N
15285
17535
20084
O
7342
8413
9529
Average
9872
13340
16109
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(a)

(c)

(b)
Fig. 3 Result Images of MSLO on Every Level.

The results for calculating white pixel for 15
processed images with every level of multiscale line
operator are shown in Table 1, here we achieved the
highest average of 16109 on level 3 MSLO.
Result images sample of every level of multiscale
line operator are shown in Fig. 3. Fig. 3a shows the
result image from applied multiscale line operator
level 1, Fig. 3b shows the result image from applied
multiscale line operator level 2, and Fig. 3c shows the
result image from applied multiscale line operator
level 3. As shown in this figure, the best results for
detection of trabecular bone in dental panoramic
radiographs were found by using three levels in the
image pyramid.
Comparing with the similar method [31], the
proposed method achieved better results in speed and
enhancement quality, due to consideration of
orientation and several parameter optimizations.
IV. CONCLUSION
The results of the MSLO can provide good
estimation of the positions and widths of the linear
structures of trabecular bone. The average of white
pixel from 15 dental panoramic radiographs for the
MSLO were found by using three levels in the image
pyramid is 16109. By employing the line operator at
different scales, the results were found to be less
susceptible to noise than application of the ﬁlter at the
ﬁnest level of detail only. The final response was a
linear sum of responses at all length scales considered
with equal weighting.
Speed is crucial to any practical real world
application of automated linear structures of trabecular
bone detecting at the point of image capture e.g., as a
screening tool for osteoporosis. However, the accuracy
of the linear structures of trabecular bone detection
procedure is also affected by its complexity. Accuracy
will probably affect the strength of correlations of
extracted biometric parameters from the linear
structures of trabecular bone detection with
osteoporosis. Hence, the practical importance of the
results presented in this article is that the method has

been presented can produce good accuracy and fast
enough to be able to be employed in the clinic.
In conclusion, we have proven in this article that
the application of MSLO techniques can lead to an
enhancement of linear structures of trabecular bone
detection in dental panoramic radiographs. However,
our results were found to be as good as previous
detection linear structures of trabecular bone
procedures. Our approach was found to be fast
enough, in principle, to be employed at the point of
image capture.
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